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In 2012, the AIRS project
carried out IRS in 14 countries,
protecting 6.82 million people
from malaria.
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Spray operators wear
protective clothing in
preparation for the IRS
campaign in Ethiopia.

I

ntroduction

Each of us has the power to save lives. Indoor residual spraying (IRS), the application
of insecticide to homes, kills malaria-transmitting mosquitoes and protects millions
of people from malaria. In 2012 alone, the Africa Indoor Residual Spraying project
(AIRS), a program led by Abt Associates and funded by the United States Agency for
International Development through the President’s Malaria Initiative, protected 6.82
million people in Africa from malaria including 182,524 pregnant women and 1.22
million children under five.

While IRS has a proven impact on malaria transmission, managing an IRS campaign is
complex and demanding. We developed this toolkit to help IRS program managers with
the critical task of supervision. Program managers can use the Supervisory Toolkit for
Better IRS to prepare for and monitor IRS campaigns in their countries.
These tools are not meant to be a how-to guide or comprehensive textbook on
IRS—several other guides exist to serve those needs such as the Roll Back Malaria
IRS Toolkit and President’s Malaria Initiative Best Management Practices Manual. These are
supervisory tools. Some tools facilitate IRS planning before the spray campaign, such as
the Race to the Starting Line and Pre-Season Environmental Compliance Assessment;
others should be used to monitor activities during the IRS campaign. We believe that
project managers must visit operational sites and communities where spraying takes
place to properly supervise IRS teams. Each operational site should receive a visit from
a senior manager at least once per week during spraying. While visiting operational
sites, managers can use the Supervisory Toolkit to monitor quickly and easily the quality
of work, to identify potential problems—such as insecticide stock out—and to take
corrective action.

v

The toolkit focuses on three technical areas of IRS that we believe are essential for
successful IRS campaigns and that every program manager should have some basic
knowledge of: operations, environmental compliance, and monitoring and evaluation.
Through carefully organized spray operations, program managers can spray right before
peak malaria transmission season, maximizing the impact of IRS. By implementing best
practices in environmental compliance, program managers ensure IRS does not harm the
environment, beneficiaries of IRS, or other people living and working near operational
sites. Lastly, monitoring and evaluation provides program managers with critical data to
track the progress of IRS and to use the results for decision-making.
Finally, we recognize that IRS is not a one-size-fits-all intervention. AIRS has carried out
IRS in 14 African countries, and our IRS campaigns are influenced by geography, capacity,
funding, malaria transmission season, and countless other factors. We encourage program
managers to expand, modify, and adapt tools to meet the needs of their country program.

Allan Were		
Peter Chandonait		
Jennifer Burnett
Director of 		
Environmental Compliance
Monitoring & Evaluation
Operations		Manager			Specialist
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perations
Race to the Starting Line
Spray Operations Supervision Checklist
Spray Performance Tracker

R

ace to the Starting Line

Purpose
The purpose of the tool is to enable project managers assess the progress of
preparations to launch spray campaigns.

Who should use this tool?
IRS managers and operations staff including Chiefs of Party, Country Operations
Managers, other senior managers working in country, Technical Coordinators,
headquarters staff and senior managers.

When should it be completed?
Race to the Starting Line should be completed by the Chief of Party two months before
the IRS campaign and updated weekly.

How do you use the tool?
Each activity listed in the left column needs to be completed in preparation for the IRS
campaign. Based on the start date of the IRS campaign, a project manager can assign a
Due Date (using the Due Date row) and Person Responsible (see far right column) for
the activity. The Race to the Starting Line can be printed on a large poster and displayed
in country offices in order to remind staff of upcoming deadlines and hold them
accountable.

How to use results
Results can be used to determine remedial action to take to ensure spray campaigns
are launched on time and according to plan. They can also be used to communicate the
progress of pre-spray preparatory activities.
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S

pray Operations
Supervision Checklist

Purpose
To provide criteria for monitoring the implementation of spray operations activities in
the field.

Who should use this tool?
All supervisors and support-supervisors of field spray operations. These include project
staff, Ministry of Health officials, District Officials and Sub-district Supervisors.

When should it be completed?
The Checklist should be completed each time the manager visits the operational site.

How do you use the tool?
Project managers and/or operations managers should visit spray operational sites and
communities being sprayed and use the checklist to make sure staff, storage facilities and
warehouses are compliant.

How to use results
Results can be used to propose remedial action, where necessary, to ensure that spray
operations are implemented in line with the project guidelines. Results can also inform
project activity reports.
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In Benin, washers
attend a training.

Spray operators in Benin
celebrate a successful IRS
campaign that protected
more than 650,000 people
from malaria.

S

pray Performance Tracker

Purpose
To provide IRS project managers and spray operations field supervisors with the
information required to track the performance and progress of spray teams on a daily
basis throughout the spray campaign.

Who should use this tool?
All supervisors and support-supervisors of field spray operations. These include project
staff, Ministry of Health officials, District Officials, Sub-district Supervisors, Store Keepers
and Team Leaders.

When should it be completed?
The Spray Performance Tracker should be updated every day during the IRS campaign
and sent to the Country Operations Manager every week.

How do you use the tool?
Every operating site will have its own tracking sheet. The sheet should be prominently
displayed in a secure part of the operating site. Data should be entered daily either by
hand or using Excel software. (See How to Use the Spray Performance Tracker on the
following page.)

How to use results
The daily performance of each team against the two primary spray performance
indicators is calculated and can be measured against the set targets. The tool enables
supervisors to identify teams that may be performing below expectation. It can also be
used to determine whether stock levels of insecticide will be sufficient to complete a
spray campaign.
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How to Use the Spray Performance Tracker
The Spray Performance Tracker is an easy-to-use Excel-based tool. It provides
supervisors with valuable data that they can use to: monitor staff performance, track
insecticide usage, and ensure the spray campaign is completed on time. Using the
Calculator can help supervisors anticipate and prevent problems such as insecticide
stock out.
The Tracker measures the average structures sprayed per sachet and the average number
of structures sprayed per spray operator per day.
Data should be collected and added to the Tracker every day of the IRS
campaign.
HOW TO USE SPRAY PERFORMANCE TRACKER

1. Measure Spray Operator Performance

11

Use the Team Leaders Summary Sheets to find spray performance data.
Add data on the following indicators to the Performance Tracker:
zz

Number of spray operators who worked (Section A)

zz

Number of structures found (Section A)
SECTION A

Spray Performance Tracker

zz

Number of structures sprayed (Section B)

zz

Number of sachets used (Section C)
SECTIONS B AND C
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2. Confirm Insecticide Stock

To ensure that insecticide stock data are accurate, check them against the stock ledger,
the stock issue notes, and the stock receipt notes. Check the accuracy of following
information against the data you entered in the Performance Tracker in Sections B and C:
zz

Stock opening balance

zz

Stock received

zz

Stock issued

zz

Stock balance

3. Calculate Spray Performance
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This section shows the two performance indicators as calculated from the input data.
1. Number of structures sprayed ÷ number of sachets = average structures sprayed
per sachet (See Section D.)
2. Total number of structures sprayed ÷ total number of spray operators ÷ total days
= average number of structures sprayed per spray operator per day. (See Section E.)

SECTIONS D AND E
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How to Use Results
The Spray Performance Tracker will show you the performance of every spray team
at the operating site on a daily basis. It will also show you the overall performance at
the operating site. In addition, it will show you the performance to date on any given
spray day.
1. Monitor staff performance. Data will help you identify which teams (and team
leaders) are performing to standard, and which ones are not.
2. Track insecticide usage. If the insecticide usage rate is within target, you can
be confident that the stock of insecticide procured will be enough to complete
the campaign. If the rate is higher than projected, you are at risk of running out of
insecticide. If this happens, contact your country operations manager immediately.
3. Ensure the spray campaign is completed on time. If the number of
structures sprayed per spray operator is on target, you can be confident that the
spray campaign will be completed on time. If the number of structures sprayed
per spray operator per day is lower than targeted, then the spray campaign will
take longer to be completed, which would mean that extra resources would
be required (personnel payments, vehicle rentals, etc.). If you are at risk of not
completing the campaign on time, notify your country operations manager
immediately.

15

Spray Performance Tracker
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A spray operator from the
Uganda IRS project arrives
at the operational site. Spray
operators ride bikes to work
sites, which is less expensive
than renting vehicles.

nvironmental compliance

Pre-Season Environmental Compliance Assessment

P

re-Season Environmental
Compliance Assessment

Purpose
The purpose of the tool is to guide a manager through an operational site assessment
process, in order to be sure that all of the critical features are evaluated, that the results are
documented, and that the report contains GPS and photographic evidence of the assessment.
Further, by uploading the report and the attached files via wireless or 3G/4G, the assessment
results will be available in near real-time to in-country and headquarters staff.

Who should use this tool?
The in-country Environmental Compliance Officer will be the primary user, but all
other senior staff will be eligible to perform these assessments, including Chiefs of Party,
Operations Managers, Technical Managers, and Logistical Managers.

When should it be completed?
The assessment should be completed two months before spray operations and repeated
two weeks before the spray campaign.

How do you use the tool?
Project managers should visit operational sites and go through the Pre-Season
Environmental Compliance Assessment, ticking off yes or no where appropriate, and
answering the additional questions under the Comments section.

How to use results
The primary result of the use of the tool is the generation of a work-list of items that must
be completed at the operational site prior to the commencement of spraying activities.
The tool is also a supervisory device that verifies by GPS data that a site visit was made.
In addition, the GPS data will eventually serve as a visualization tool to display and analyze
the spatial characteristics of the country’s operational sites. Finally, the photographs taken
during the course of the assessment will be uploaded to a file-sharing system so that
diverse staff can better visualize the condition of the operational sites.
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Environmental Compliance Assessment Process

For all “No” responses, add related item to work list
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For all “No” responses, add related item to work list

For all “No” responses, add related item to work list
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For all “No” responses, add related item to work list

Spray operators
in Ethiopia.

onitoring & evaluation
M&E Error Eliminator

M

&E Error Eliminator

Purpose
This tool is designed to check the completeness and correctness of data collected in the
field – i.e. ensure forms are filled out fully and properly. To this aim, the tool highlights
common errors that have been reported from the field so that they can be quickly
identified and corrections can be effectively provided by the supervisor. Additionally, a
short checklist is provided to assist with data review.

Who should use this tool?
Any supervisor or manager. Mobilization Supervisors, Team Leaders, District Coordinators,
Operations Managers, M&E Managers.

When should it be completed?
The Error Eliminator should be completed during visits to the field during mobilization/
spraying. Randomly select a number of data collectors’ forms to review either while
Mobilizers/Spray Operators are collecting data or at the end of at the end of the day when
data collectors are turning forms into supervisors.

How do you use the tool?

1. Check mobilization and spray operator forms for the common errors outlined in the
tool.
2. If errors are found, provide corrections to data collectors and the supervisors.
3. Make sure that the supervisor is checking for errors before accepting forms and that
he/she is providing corrective feedback to the data collectors as needed.
4. If systemic errors are being found, which is common at the beginning of mobilization/
spraying, supervisors should hold a meeting to review data collection protocols and
provide feedback.
It is essential that supervisors check data collection form for accuracy BEFORE
they are sent to the data center to be entered into the database.

How to use results
Provide daily feedback through use of the tool until errors are eliminated from completed
data collection forms.
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Example of Mobilizer Form from Nigeria, One IRS Card per Household
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Example of Spray Operator Form from Nigeria, One IRS Card per Household
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Example of Mobilizer Form from Rwanda, One IRS Card per Structure
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Example of Spray Operator Form from Rwanda, One IRS Card per Structure

Example of Common Errors for Spray Operator and
Mobilization Forms
Correct numbering of households and structures for countries that provide one IRS
card per household.1,2

Numbering Errors for IRS Card Household ID Column
Name of
Head of
Household

Error: The IRS
Card Household
ID number only
has 5 digits; in this
example, the correct
format is a 6 digit
number (######).

Musa Ahmadu
Adamu Shehu
Sani Isa
Ismaila Usman
Amadu Tanko
Ernest Oboyo
Ernest Oboyo
Fatima Umar
Total

Serial No. of Eligible Structure
IRS Card
- 01,02,03,
Household ID
etc.
002015
- 01,02,03
002016
- 01
002017
- 02
002018
- 0011
- 01
02020
- 01
02020
002021
Total number of
Eligible structures

-

Error: IRS Card
Household ID is
missing for this
entry; without this,
the data cannot be
entered into the
database.

02
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Correct Numbering for IRS Card Household ID Column
Name of
Head of
Household

Correction:
All IRS Card
Household IDs have
the correct number
of digits, in this
example, 6 digits.

1
2

Musa Ahmadu
Musa Ahmadu
Musa Ahmadu
Adamu Shehu
Sani Isa
Ismaila Usman
Amadu Tanko
Ernest Oboyo
Ernest Oboyo
Fatima Umar
Total

Serial No. of Eligible Structure
IRS Card
- 01,02,03,
Household ID
etc.
002015
- 01
002015
- 02
002015
- 03
002016
- 01
002017
- 01
002018
- 01
002019
002020
002020
002021
Total number of
Eligible structures

-

01
01
02
01
10

Correction:
Notice that there
are no blank cells
in the table; this is a
complete table.

And collect data per structure
Angola, Benin, Ethiopia, Ghana, Liberia, Mali, Nigeria, and Senegal
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Numbering Errors for Structure Identifier (01,02,03, etc.)
Column
Error: For HH
ID 0002017, the
Structure Identifier
should start at 01,
not 02. (i.e., not
picking up where
the previous HH
number left off.)
Error: The
total number of
structures was
arrived at by
summing up all the
Structure Identifiers
shown in the
structure column.

Name of
Head of
Household
Musa Ahmadu
Adamu Shehu
Sani Isa
Ismaila Usman
Amadu Tanko
Ernest Oboyo
Ernest Oboyo
Fatima Umar
Total

Serial No. of Eligible Structure
IRS Card
- 01,02,03,
Household ID
etc.
002015
- 01,02,03
002016
- 01
002017
- 02
002018
- 0011
- 01
02020
- 01
02020
002021
Total number of
Eligible structures

-

02
24

Error: Three
structures are all
listed in one row.
Error: The
Structure Identifier
should start at 01.
Also, the Structure
Identifier should
be a 2 digit number
(##), not 4 (####).
Error: The
Structure Identifier
has been left empty;
without this, the
data cannot be
entered into the
database.

Correct Numbering for Structure Identifier (01,02,03, etc.)
Column
Correction: All
Structure Identifiers
for households
always start
the numbering
with number
01, subsequent
structures are
denoted as 02,
03, etc. depending
on the number of
structures counted.

Name of
Head of
Household
Musa Ahmadu
Musa Ahmadu
Musa Ahmadu
Adamu Shehu
Sani Isa
Ismaila Usman
Amadu Tanko
Ernest Oboyo
Ernest Oboyo
Fatima Umar
Total

Serial No. of Eligible Structure
IRS Card
- 01,02,03,
Household ID
etc.
002015
- 01
002015
- 02
002015
- 03
002016
- 01
002017
- 01
002018
- 01
002019
002020
002020
002021
Total number of
Eligible structures
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-

01
01
02
01
10

Correction:
The number of
structures is clearly
shown for Musa
Ahmadu with each
structure occupying
a separate row and
all the identified
structures bearing
one IRS card
Household ID.

Correction: The
total number of
eligible structures is
the count of entries
made on the form.
Here there are 10
entries so the total
is correctly shown
as 10.

Correct numbering of households and structures for countries that provide one IRS
card per structure.3

Numbering Errors for IRS Card/Structure ID Column
Error: The IRS
Card Household
ID number only
has 5 digits; in this
example, the correct
format is a 6 digit
number (######).

Error: The total
number of structures
was arrived at by
summing up all the
structure IDs shown
in the structure
column.

Name of Head of
Household
Musa Ahmadu
Adamu Shehu
Sani Isa
Ismaila Usman
Shehu Garba
Amadu Tanko
Ernest Oboyo
Fatima Umar
Total

IRS Card/Structure
ID
002015, 002016
002017
002018
00219
002020
02022, 02023
002024
Total number of
Eligible structures

Error: The two
structure IDs for
Musa Ahmadu’s are
written on one line.

14350

Error: IRS Card
Household ID is
missing for this
entry; without this,
the data cannot be
entered into the
database.

Correct Numbering for IRS Card/Structure ID Column
Correction:
Here all IRS Card
Household IDs have
the correct number
of digits, in this
example 6 digits
Correction:
Each structure ID
belonging to Ernest
Oboyo is occupying
a separate row and
has the correct
number of digits,
in this example 6
digits.

3

Name of Head of
Household
Musa Ahmadu
Musa Ahmadu
Adamu Shehu
Sani Isa
Ismaila Usman
Shehu Garba
Amadu Tanko
Ernest Oboyo
Ernest Oboyo
Fatima Umar
Total

IRS Card/Structure
ID
002015
002016
002017
002018
002019
002020
002021
002022
002023
002024
Total number of
Eligible structures

Correction:
Each structure
ID belonging to
Musa Ahmadu is
occupying a separate
row.
Correction:
Notice that there
are no blank cells
in the table; this is a
complete table.

10

Correction: The
total number of
eligible structures is
the count of entries
made on the form.
Here there are 10
entries so the total
is correctly shown
as 10.

Madagascar, Mozambique, and Rwanda
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Completeness and Correctness Check
for Collected Data
Data Completeness and Correctness
Is all header information (geography, name of data
collector, code of data collector, sachet information, etc.)
completely and correctly filled out?
Has all required information been filled out for each line
of data?:
zz

Head of household

zz

IRS card number

zz

Structure number

zz

Sprayed or not sprayed (and corresponding
population information or reason)

zz

Room information

zz

Mosquito net information

Has each data collection column been filled?
Is all footer information (supervisor name, signature, date
of verification, etc.) filled out in full?
If a figure is supposed to be zero, has the data collector
written zero rather than leaving the cell blank or putting
a dash?
Logic Checks
Is the number of eligible rooms sprayed less than or
equal to the number of eligible rooms found?
If there are people sleeping under the bed nets, does the
house actually report having bed nets?
Is the number of pregnant women using a mosquito net
less than or equal to the number of pregnant women
living in the household?
Is the number of children < 5 using a mosquito net less
than or equal to the number of children < 5 living in the
household?
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Yes

No

Mobilization Form Excerpt
These figures should
count the number of
adults (or children over
14 years of age) present
at the time of the
mobilization who listened
to the IRS messages
delivered by the mobilizer.
This is NOT a count of
the number of males
and females living in the
structure/household.

Eligible
Structure/
Household
Mobilized?
Yes
No

If not
mobilized,
why?

# Persons Reached
with IRS Messages4
(mobilized)
# Males

If a structure is
noted as NOT
mobilized, this cell
must be filled. If a
structure is noted as
mobilized, this cell
must be empty.

# Females

This should be the count
of the # of BCC/IEC
materials distributed; this
# includes pamphlets;
it does NOT include
IRS cards or structure
identification stickers.

Acceptance of
IRS
Yes

No

# of BCC/
IEC
Materials
Distributed

If a structure/household is noted as
mobilized, it should
be noted whether or
not the household
has said they would
accept IRS.

4
Who counts as “adults reached with IRS messages” might vary depending on the country. In some countries they
count anyone over 14 years of age that heard IRS messages, others count only 18 years olds and above.
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Daily Spray Operator Form Excerpt
If a structure is
noted as NOT
sprayed, a code
denoting the
reason it was
not sprayed,
must be filled.

If a structure is
noted as sprayed,
protected
population
information must
be filled.

Eligible Structures

Only one of the boxes can be ticked in a single row.
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There cannot be more
pregnant women, nor
more children under 5,
than total population.
EX:You cannot have
only 2 noted in the
total population cell, but
have 3 in the pregnant
women cell.

Sprayed

Found

Children
<5

Pregnant
Women

Total Pop

Reason*

Not
Sprayed?
(TICK for
yes)

Unsprayed
Children
<5

Pregnant
Women

Total Pop

Sprayed?
(TICK for
yes)

Sprayed

Eligible
Rooms

Notes

Notes

